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1. About Open Banking Europe
1.1

Purpose

The revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) came into force in January 2018, with a requirement
deadline of 14 September 2019 to implement Strong Customer Authentication (SCA). At this point, all
regulated entities (Payment Service Providers) had to ensure that they individually complied with PSD2 and
the Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS) set out by the European Banking Authority (EBA).
There is a clear regulatory expectation that the financial industry will organise itself to make sure that the
implemented solutions for PSD2 are interoperable. However, at the time of writing, there remains a number
of outstanding activities required to successfully achieve this expectation.
Open Banking Europe was created to support Payment Service Providers (PSPs) and Third Party Providers
(TPPs) in meeting the Access to Account (XS2A) requirements of PSD2 and to facilitate the wider aims of
Open Banking.

1.2

History

Following a series of stakeholder consultations that started in 2016 to determine industry requirements,
PRETA S.A.S. launched Open Banking Europe to build a PSD2 Directory solution to support PSPs and
TPPs in meeting the PSD2 XS2A requirements. The Open Banking Europe Directory Service was released
in January 2019, providing a single, standardised reference point for banks to accurately identify which TPPs
are authorised to access their interfaces and which roles and services they are authorised to perform on
behalf of their customers. Additionally, a Transparency Directory has been developed to help TPPs
understand developer portals, and to help Account Servicing Payment Services Providers (ASPSPs)
understand TPP brands. Open Banking Europe continues to work with stakeholders on a range of initiatives
to facilitate a greater understanding of Open Banking and enable collaboration between interested parties.
Open Banking Europe is a subsidiary of Konsentus Ltd.

1.3

Audience

Open Banking Europe is aimed at the following audiences:
• Competent Authorities
• Payment Service Providers (PSPs), including:
• Account Servicing Payment Services Providers (ASPSPs)
• Third Party Providers (TPPs)
• Qualified Trust Service Providers (QTSPs)
• Service Providers, Solution Providers, and relevant consultancies

1.4

Disclaimer

Whilst care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is true and correct at
the time of publication, there are still clarifications needed around PSD2’s scope and implementation and this
may impact on the accuracy of the information contained within this document.
As such, Open Banking Europe cannot guarantee the accuracy or reliability of any information contained
within this document at the time of reading, or that it is suitable for your intended use.
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2. General Introduction
2.1

Background

OBE brought together a group of experts from the PSD2 API communities with experts on signature formats
from ETSI. The group carried out a survey of the current approaches to secure communications for PSD2
based on EU Qualified Certificates as required under the EU "regulatory technical standards for strong
customer authentication and common and secure open standards of communication". As a result of the
survey it was found that there were two basic approaches taken. About half API communities used JSON
Web Signatures to protect the payload, whilst the other half use HTTP Signatures based on a draft
specification originally authored by Cavage [27]. HTTP signatures were chosen primarily because of its ability
to protect HTTP header information. As a result, it was agreed to produce a common specification of how to
protect PSD2 payloads which brings together the JSON Web Signatures with the ability of HTTP Signatures
to protect HTTP header information. It was also the aim to align the specification with the ETSI "JAdES"
specification [24] for advanced electronic signatures and seals in line with the EU eIDAS regulation. The
present document is this common specification.

2.2

Scope

The present document defines a profile of JSON Web Signature (JWS hereinafter), as defined in RFC 7515
[2] in support of secure communications under the Payment Services Directive 2015/2366 [16] (PSD2). In
particular, it is aimed at supporting the secure communications between payment service providers using
qualified certificates for electronic seals, (Article 3(30) of Regulation (EU) No 910/2014), as required under
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2018/389 [15] Article 34.
ETSI has developed a standard for JWS which includes the special features already in other ETSI standards
for AdES digital signatures (see references [17] to [22]) and is aligned with Regulation (EU) No 910/2014,
called JAdES [24] (ETSI TS 119 182-1). The current profile is aligned with the basic (B-B) level of JAdES and
makes use of JWS header parameters formally defined in JAdES. A description is provided of these JAdES
header parameters in this specification along with additional requirements for their use.

2.3

Terminology

The following terms are used in the present document:
• HTTP Body: the payload body carried by HTTP protocol RFC 7231 [23].
• HTTP Header: the request and response header fields carried by HTTP protocol RFC 7231 [23].
• JSON Web Signature: the whole JSON object including the JWS Protected Header and JWS Signature Value.
Note: In this profile the JWS Payload is detached from the JSON Web Signature.
• JWS Protected Header: the collection of JSON Object Signing and Encryption (JOSE) header fields as
defined in RFC 7515 [2] which are protected by the JWS Signature Value.
• JWS Payload: The sequence of octets to be secured by the JSON Web Signature
• JWS Signature Value: the digital signature cryptographic value calculated over a sequence of octets
derived from the JWS Protected Header and Data to be Signed.
• Data to be Signed: the data used as the JWS Payload.
• Base64URL: an encoding of binary data into a character string using the URL- and filename-safe
character set as defined in clause 2 of RFC 7515 [2].
• UTC: the coordinated universal time standard.
Note: This is equivalent to Greenwich Mean Time.
• JAdES: JSON Web Signature following ETSI general AdES requirements as defined in ETSI TS 119 182-1 [24].
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2.4

Design Principles

The profile defined in the present document is designed to meet the following requirements:
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#1: The signatures compliant with this profile support the use of qualified certificates for
electronic seals in line with Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2018/389 [15].
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#2: The profile is aligned with JAdES [24] baseline digital signatures as specified by ETSI.
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#3: The signature protects an HTTP Body and optionally selected HTTP Header fields.
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#4: A single signature is to be carried in an HTTP Header detached from the payload.
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#5: The signature is as transparent as possible to any intermediate device that they
may traverse when they are exchanged between parties (firewalls, front-ends,
relays, etc).
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#6: The profile aims to maximise interoperability.
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#7: No restrictions are imposed to the contents of the signed payloads. It can be used
to protect JSON, XML ISO 20022 or any other form of data.
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#8: JSON Web Signature headers and HTTP Header fields which are critical to the
security of the exchange, as well as HTTP Body, are protected such that they
cannot be modified.
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#9: This profile follows generally accepted security best practices.
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#10: The profile defined is extensible.
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#11: Signatures can be later used as evidence in court (i.e. are "non-repudiable").
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#12: Selected HTTP header parameters can be signed without there being an HTTP
Body (e.g. for GET or DELETE requests)
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#13: Signatures can be applied to HTTP requests as well as responses.

2.5

Relationship of This Profile with
RFC 7515 (JWS) & ETSI TS 119 182-1 (JAdES)

The profile defined in the present document is based on both IETF RFC 7515 [2] (JWS) and ETSI TS 119
182-1 [24] (JAdES) as follows:
1. RFC 7515 defines a selection of encodings and structures, as well as a set of header parameters which
may be used for JSON Web Signatures
2. TS 119 182-1 is to be based on RFC 7515. It allows any of the RFC 7515 encodings and structures to be
used. It places some restrictions on the use of RFC 7515 header parameters. It also defines further
header parameters which may be used along with the RFC 7515 header parameters. It also defines 4
"baseline levels" for use of certain combinations of the header parameters.
3. This profile uses a specific encoding and structure as defined in RFC 7515.
4. This profile uses header parameters defined in RFC 7515 as well as additional header parameters
currently described in the present document and aimed to be formally defined in TS 119 182-1.
5. This profile is aligned with the requirements in TS 119 182-1 for the baseline level "B-B" but imposes
additional restrictions.
6. This profile also makes use of the following IETF RFCs associated with RFC 7515: RFC 7518 [4] and RFC
7797 [3].
Signatures compliant with requirements of this profile are also compliant with JSON Web Signature
according to RFC 7515. It is also aimed to be compliant with the requirements of JAdES according to ETSI
TS 119 182-1.
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3. JWS Encoding
3.1

Introduction

A JSON Web Signature as specified in RFC 7515 [2] consists of:
1. A JOSE Header,
2. Data to be Signed (not present if detached),
3. The JWS Signature Value.
In the present profile:
• The JOSE header is a JWS Protected Header, and
• The JSON Web Signature is detached from Data to be Signed (see Section 4 below).
RFC 7515: "JSON Web Signature (JWS)"
serialisation):

[2]

specifies two ways of encoding this information (referred to as

• JWS Compact Serialisation
• JWS JSON Serialisation
With JWS Compact Serialisation:
• All the header parameters are protected (forming the JWS Protected Header);
• All JWS elements listed above are encoded in Base64URL which converts data to a transparent
character string which avoids any characters which could cause problems for example in firewalls, relays,
or conflict with filename or URL character restrictions;
• UTF-8 character encoding is used for the header information.
With JWS JSON Serialisation:
•
•
•
•

The data is encoded using JSON object notation;
Unsigned header fields can be added to the JSON Web Signature after signing;
A general structure can be used to allow multiple signatures against the same object;
A simplified flattened structure can be used if only one signature is carried.

3.2

Requirements

REQUIREMENT-1: The JWS Structure shall be encoded using JWS Compact Serialisation.

3.3

Rationale

• The representation of the JSON Web Signature obtained with this serialisation is most transparent to any
intermediate device that the JSON Web Signature may traverse when they are exchanged between
parties (firewalls, front-ends, relays, etc.), as stated in (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#5). This is because all the
components of the JSON Web Signature are Base64URL encoded.
• The representation of the JSON Web Signature obtained with this serialisation maximises interoperability
(DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#6).
• This serialisation protects all JSON Web Signature header JWS Protected Header parameters (DESIGNPRINCIPLE#8).
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4. Detached JWS
4.1

Introduction

RFC 7515 [2] Appendix F defines an encoding of JSON Web Signature whereby the signed content (Data to
be Signed) can be detached from the JSON Web Signature. See also Section 6.3 on identification of Data to
be Signed.
RFC 7797: "JSON Web Signature (JWS) Unencoded Payload Option" [3] defines an extension to the JWS
Protected Header, "b64", which if set to false indicates that the Data to be Signed does not need to be reencoded in Base64URL.
The HTTP Header field "x-jws-signature" is already used in several PSD2 APIs to carry the detached JSON
Web Signature.

4.2

Requirements

REQUIREMENT-2: The JWS header shall include b64 header parameter, as defined in RFC 7797
to false.

[3],

set

REQUIREMENT-3: The JWS content (Data to be Signed) shall be detached from the signatures as
defined in RFC 7515 [2] Appendix F.
REQUIREMENT-4: The JWS structure shall be carried in HTTP header field named "x-jws-signature".

4.3

Rationale

• The signature is to be detached from the HTTP Body (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#4).
• The encoding of the payload is unrestricted (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#7).
• The use of the x-jws-signature facilitates interoperability with existing implementations (DESIGNPRINCIPLE#6).
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5. RFC 7515 Header Parameters
5.1

General Overview

5.1.1 Introduction
JWS is one of a set of specifications for security of JSON. This also includes JSON Web tokens (JWT),
JSON Web Encryption (JWE) and JSON Web Keys (JWK). All these specifications share a common header
structure called JSON Object Signing and Encryption (JOSE). JWS uses this shared JOSE structure.
In this profile all the header parameters contained in JWS Protected Header are protected by the signature.
RFC 7515: "JSON Web Signature (JWS)" [2] identifies three classes of JWS Protected Header parameters.
a) Registered Header Parameters: Header parameters defined in RFC 7515 for use in JWS. The header
names are registered as specified in Section 9.1 of RFC 7515.
b) Public Header Parameters: Header parameters defined in other public specifications. ETSI has defined
additional header parameters in JAdES which are planned to be registered as specified in Section 9.1 of
RFC 7515.
c) Private Header Parameters: Header parameters which are agreed to be used within a closed community.
These names may be subject to collision and so should be used with caution. Until formally registered the
ETSI defined parameters are to be treated as private.
This section specifies the usage of the RFC 7515 registered header parameters.

5.1.2 Requirements
RECOMMENDATION-05: API Communities may define their own private header parameters but as stated
in RFC 7515 this may cause problems. API communities which have requirements for additional JWS
JOSE Header parameters which are considered necessary are encouraged to inform ETSI and OBE so
that this can be made publicly known. Steps should also be taken to register any additional header
parameters as specified in Section 9.1 of RFC 7515.

5.1.3 Rationale
• The profile is aimed to be extensible DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#10 whilst also maximising interoperability
DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#6.

5.2

Parameters for Identifying Cryptographic Algorithm:
Header Parameter "alg"

5.2.1 Introduction
The "alg" Header parameter identifies the cryptographic algorithm used to create the JWS Signature Value.
See Section 7 for further details on recommended algorithms.

5.2.2 Requirements
REQUIREMENT-6: The "alg" Header parameter shall be present. "none", as defined in section 3.6 of RFC
7518 [4], shall not be used.

5.2.3 Rationale
• This counters attacks on the selection of the cryptographic algorithm used for creating the JWS Signature
Value (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#8).
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5.3

Parameters for Binding the Signing Certificate

5.3.1 Overview of Mechanisms
RFC 7515 [2] defines a number of Header parameters supporting mechanisms that can be used for
exchanging information on the JWS signing key or the signing certificate. The public key used for validating a
signature can be provided through one of the following parameters:
• jku: a URI pointing to the resource where the public key may be retrieved from
• jwk: the public key for validating the signature
• kid: an identifier of the public key for validating the signature
• x5u: a URI pointing to the resource where the X.509 signing certificate (with or without the certification
path) may be retrieved from
• x5c: X.509 public key certificate or certificate chain corresponding to the key used to create the JSON
Web Signature.
• x5t: digest of the X.509 signing certificate using SHA1
• x5t#S256: digest of the X.509 signing certificate using SHA 256.
Support for alternative hashing algorithms for the digest of the X.509 signing certificate is defined in JAdES
(see Section 6.4). Future versions of this profile may recommend support for this header parameter as an
alternative to x5t#S256 in case that an alternative hashing algorithm needs to be used.

5.3.2 Requirements
REQUIREMENT-7: Either the "x5c" or "x5t#S256" header parameter shall be present. Both the "x5c" and
"x5t#S256", header parameters shall not be present in the same JWS JOSE Header.
REQUIREMENT-8: The certificate identified by one or other of "x5c" or "x5t#S256" header parameters
shall be used for validation of the signature.
REQUIREMENT-9: The signing certificate shall be carried in the "x5c" header parameter unless there is a
prior arrangement to use a certificate that has already been registered with parties relying on this
signature.
OPTION-10: The "x5c" header parameter may include the full certificate path up to a trust anchor. If the full
path is present, the relying party may choose to use an alternative path up to the trust anchor it trusts
provided that at least the end-entity certificate provided in the header is used.
REQUIREMENT-11: The "x5t#S256" shall be checked against the certificate used to validate the signature
by the relying party if the header parameter "x5c" is not present.
Note: Guidance on use of cryptographic algorithms, including hashing algorithms, is given in Section 7.
REQUIREMENT-12: The "x5t" header parameter shall not be used.
OPTION-13: The "kid" header parameter may be used to further identify a certificate if "x5t#S256" or
"x5t#o" are used. If present, the "kid" shall contain IssuerSerial as defined in JAdES. If present, this need
not be checked against the certificate used to validate the signature by the relying party.
OPTION-14: The "x5u" header parameter may be used to further identify a certificate if "x5t#S256" or
"x5t#o" are used. If present, this need not be checked against the certificate used to validate the signature
by the relying party.
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5.3.3 Rationale
• This supports the use of qualified certificates for electronic seals in line with Commission Delegated
Regulation (EU) 2018/389 [15] (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#1).
• The use of SHA-1 as required for "x5t" is generally deprecated thus "x5t#S256" using SHA-256 is
recommended (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#9).
• The current use of "kid" can be maintained by API communities but should not be relied upon for
identifying the signing certificate (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#6).

5.4

Parameter for Identifying the Type of JWS Structure

5.4.1 Introduction
The header parameter "typ" can be used to identify that the general structure of header is the JWS Protected
Header structure shared with similar JSON security specifications (see Section 5.1) and also to identify
whether compact serialisation or JSON serialisation is used. For JWS has two values, namely: "JOSE", or
"JOSE+JSON" respectively. Its use is only considered necessary if the application requires to use this value
to disambiguate among the different kinds of objects that might be present in the API.

5.4.2 Requirements
OPTION-15: The "typ" header parameter may be present and if present it is recommended that this is set
to "JOSE".

5.4.3 Rationale
• The header parameter "typ" is only considered necessary in APIs where other JWS structures may be
used.

5.5

Parameter for Identifying the Type of the Payload: "cty"

5.5.1 Introduction
Clause 4.1.9 of RFC 7515 [2] states that the content of this Header parameter "is used by JWS applications to
declare the media type of the secured content (the payload)".
This Header Parameter is useful in contexts where JWS applications may receive JWS Payloads of different
types, each requiring a specific treatment.
It should be considered that, while “all media type values, subtype values and parameter names are case
insensitive" for RFC 2045: "Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Part One: Format of Internet
Message Bodies" [13], Header "parameter values are case sensitive unless otherwise specified for the specific
parameter".
The HTTP Header Parameter Content-Type already defines the media type of the HTTP Body.

5.5.2 Requirements
REQUIREMENT-16: The "cty" header parameter shall not be present.

5.5.3 Rationale
• This requirement is better met through use of the HTTP Header Parameter Content-Type.

5.6

Parameter Identifying Other Critical Header Parameters

5.6.1 Introduction
Header parameters can be either critical or non-critical.
Applications unable to understand and/or process critical header parameters must reject the signature.
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Applications unable to understand and/or process non-critical header parameters can ignore them.
All the header parameters specified in RFC 7515 [2] are critical by definition.
To make any other header parameter defined outside RFC 7515 that need to be understood and processed,
they must be listed within the "crit" header parameter. Thus, the header parameters required to be present in
other sections need to be marked as critical.

5.6.2 Requirements
REQUIREMENT-17: The "crit" header parameter shall include the following header parameter names:
•
•
•

b64 (see Section 4.2)
sigT (see Section 6.2)
sigD (see Section 6.3)

Other non RFC 7515 headers should not be marked as critical.

5.6.3 Rationale
This REQUIREMENT maximises interoperability (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#6) but allows a degree of
extensibility with the ability to include non-critical headers (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#10).

5.7

Use of Other RFC 7515 Header Parameters

5.7.1 Introduction
The following JWS Header parameter defined in RFC 7515 are not addressed by requirements above:
• "jwk"
• "jku"
The use of this attribute is not considered appropriate to the use of PSD2 which requires the use of qualified
certificates.

5.7.2 Requirements
REQUIREMENT-18: The following header parameter shall not be present: "jwk", "jku".

5.7.3 Rationale
• Use of other header parameters will hinder interoperability (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#6).
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6. Additional Header Parameters
6.1

General Overview

This profile includes the definition of additional JSON Web Signature public header parameters. These
header parameters are currently described in this profile, but reference should be made to the ETSI TS 119
182-1 [24] (JAdES) for the formal definition of these header parameters.
In this profile all the header parameters are contained in a JWS Protected Header.
This section specifies the usage of the additional header parameters required by this profile.

6.2

Parameter for Signing Time

6.2.1 Introduction
The claimed signing time is required to be included in the signature in JAdES. If the signature is validated in
real time during the transaction this can be checked against the locally managed time.
The JAdES "sigT" header parameter contains the claimed signing time encoded using RFC 3339 Internet
time format for UTC without fractional seconds (e.g. "2019-11-19T17:28:15Z").
The recipient of the signature in an HTTP request or response can further validate this against its local time
on receipt of the message.

6.2.2 Requirements
REQUIREMENT-19: The JAdES "sigT" header parameter shall be present and set to the time that the
signature was created. The time shall be indicated in UTC (ending in "Z") and shall indicate date and time
to the second.
RECOMMENDATION-20:The recipient of an HTTP request / response should check the claimed signing
time indicated by "sigT" against locally managed time and reject the signature if it is outside the maximum
time window expected for transactions.

6.2.3 Rationale
• Signing time is considered to be a critical security parameter and so needs to be protected by the JWS
Signature Value (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#8).
• By cross checking against the HTTP transaction time and the recipients local time the claimed signing
time can be confirmed, and the risks of replay attacks by intermediaries reduced.
• As the signing time is accepted by both parties it can be used as a reliable time of the transaction
supporting its "non-repudiability" DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#11.

6.3

Parameter for Identifying Data to be Signed

6.3.1 Introduction
The JAdES "sigD" header parameter contains:
• mId: A URI which identifies the mechanism used to identify the Data to be Signed.
• pars: Parameters of this mechanism.
This profile uses an identification mechanism with the mId value "http: //uri.etsi.org/19182/HttpHeaders”. This
identification mechanism specifies how HTTP Header fields are used to create the Data to be Signed. The
parameter values in sigD identify the HTTP Headers which are used to create the Data to be Signed. This
identification mechanism recognises "(request-target)" as a special case. "(request target)" contains the
lower-cased method (e.g. get, put), a space character, followed by the path and query parts of the target URI
(the "path-absolute" production and optionally a '?' character followed by the "query" production see sections
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3.3 and 3.4 of RFC 3986 [28]). The HTTP Header field names held in the parameter values are lower cased.
Note 1: The string construction procedures defined in JAdES for "http: //uri.etsi.org/19182/HttpHeaders”
follow the string construction procedures to create the Data to be Signed as defined in draft-cavagehttp-signatures-10 [27], section 2.3.
Note 2: RFC 3230 section 4.2 states that "the instance [data to which the digest is applied] is a snapshot of
the resource prior to the application of any instance manipulation or transfer-coding". In the current
specification the Digest is applied directly to the HTTP body as transferred without any manipulation
or transfer encoding. This may limit the applicability of the signature making it not possible to support
certain features of HTTP (e.g. alternative representations, Content-range, HEAD).
Note 3: The path and query parts of a URI does not include the host. Thus, it is recommended that the host
be included as part of the signed HTTP header (see RECOMMENDATION 23 below).
The Data to be Signed is detached from the JSON Web Signature as described in section 4.
In current implementations, existing prior to the publication of the present document, the HTTP Header field
"x-jws-signature" is used to carry a detached JSON Web Signature with Data to be Signed being the HTTP
Body.
The HTTP Header "Digest" as defined in RFC 3230 [26] applied to the message body provides a digest of the
HTTP Body which can be used to sign the HTTP Body.

6.3.2 Requirements
REQUIREMENT-21: The JAdES "sigD" header parameter shall be present with "mId" set to
"http://uri.etsi.org/19182/HttpHeaders".
REQUIREMENT-22: The JAdES "sigD" "pars" shall include the following HTTP Header field name:
•

"Digest" as defined in RFC 3230 [26] applied to the HTTP Body. If the HTTP Body is not present, the
"Digest" header shall contain the hash of an empty bytelist.

Note: In case of a multipart message the same method is used to calculate the digest, i.e. a hash of the
(whole) HTTP Body is calculated including all parts of the multipart message as well as the separators.
RECOMENDATION-23: The JAdES "sigD" "pars" should include the following HTTP Header field names:
•
•
•
•

"(request-target)" for HTTP Requests
"Content-Type" if present
"Content-Encoding" if present
""Host" if present

RECOMMENDATION-24: In order to facilitate interoperability with earlier implementation not conforming to
this profile, parties relying on JWS signatures (e.g. ASPSPs relying on signed HTTP requests from TPPs)
should accept signatures where the sigD is not present. In such situations, relying parties should consider
the HTTP Body as the Data to be Signed.

6.3.3 Rationale
• Use of sigD with transform "http://uri.etsi.org/19182/HttpHeaders" supports protection of HTTP Headers
(DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#3).
• HTTP Header "Digest" based on RFC 3230 [26] enables protection of the HTTP Body (DESIGNPRINCIPLE#3).
• HTTP Header fields which have a security impact should be included in the Data to be Signed DESIGNPRINCIPLE#8).
• Recognition of JWS without the sigD facilitates backward compatibility with existing JWS implementations
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which do not protect any HTTP header information (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#6).

6.4

Algorithm Agile Certificate Hash

6.4.1 Introduction
In the past it has been found that hash algorithms have been susceptible to attack. It cannot be guaranteed
that the same does not apply to the SHA-256 hashing algorithm.
The JAdES specification defines an alternative to the "x5t#S256", called "x5t#o", which includes the identifier
of alternative hashing algorithms used to identify the signing certificate to enable the algorithm to be changed
without changing the JWS protocol. Support for this parameter may be recommended in future versions of
this specification.

6.4.2 Requirements
Note: Requirements for a header parameter to support alternative hashing algorithms x5t#o may be added in
future version of this profile.

6.4.3 Rationale
• The use of "x5t#o" facilitates use of alternative hash algorithms to protect the certificate (DESIGNPRINCIPLE#10).

6.5

Use of Other JAdES Header Parameters

6.5.1 Introduction
TS 119 182-1 (JAdES) [24] defines a number of protected header parameters which can be used to further
enhance the signature, in addition to those identified in 6.2 to 6.4 above, but it is not expected that
implementations of this profile support these header parameters. However, some implementation may wish to
make use of the additional features of JAdES, in particular to extend the JSON Web Signature to include
additional evidence in an unprotected header, called etsuU, supporting long term validation of the signature
(see Annex C).

6.5.2 Requirements
REQUIREMENT-25: Any JAdES protected header parameters shall not be marked as critical except as
indicated in section 5.6.

6.5.3 Rationale
• This enables the profile to be extensible (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#10) whilst maintaining interoperability
(DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#6).
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7. Algorithms & Key Lengths
7.1

Introduction

As described in section 5.1.2, the JWS Protected Header includes the "alg" header parameter which
indicates the cryptographic algorithm used for a signature. Also, the "x5t#S256" and the "x5t#o" header
parameters make use of hashing algorithms. The HTTP Header "Digest" also uses a hash algorithm. This
section provides guidance on the algorithms to be used.
RFC 7515: "JSON Web Signature (JWS)" [2] is complemented by RFC 7518: "JSON Web Algorithms (JWA)"
[4], which registers a wide variety of "cryptographic algorithms and identifiers to be used with the JSON Web
Signatures" and "defines several IANA registries for these identifiers".
RFC 7518: "JSON Web Algorithms (JWA)" [4] defines identifiers for the most relevant cryptographic
algorithms for being used within JSON Web Signatures.
ETSI has published and regularly updates ETSI TS 119 312: "Electronic Signatures and Infrastructures
(ESI); Cryptographic Suites" [14] (which when the present document was written was in its version v1.3.1
(February of 2019). This identifies the recommended algorithms and key length for electronic seals.

7.2

Requirements

RECOMMENDATION-26: It is recommended to use algorithms that are listed in both RFC 7518 [4] and
ETSI TS 119 312 [14].
RECOMMENDATION-27: It is recommended to regularly review the policy on use of cryptographic
algorithms, including the recommendations provided by ETSI TS 119 312 [14] and RFC 7518 [4], to take
account of any potential weaknesses identified in the cryptographic algorithms used and the need of
replacing them by stronger ones.
RECOMMENDATION-28: It is recommended that software supporting cryptographic algorithms that are
not required are disabled or removed from implementations.

7.3

Rationale

• These recommendations will ensure the usage of secure cryptographic algorithms (as it has been already
mentioned, ETSI TS 119 312 [14] is regularly updated) (DESIGN-PRINCIPLE#9).
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Annex A: Examples - Informative
Introduction
This annex contains examples of creation and validation of a JSON Web Signature following the OBE JSON
Web Signature Profile for Open Banking.
Disclaimer: These examples should not be taken as reference point for implementations of the OBE JWS
profile. They are based on a single implementation and have not been tested for correctness against other
implementations. In addition, the keys and certificates used in this example is only issued by a test rig. The
test certificate is not intended to be conformant to eIDAS or PSD2 and may have expired. The order of the
steps described are only those take by the demonstration implementation and other ordering may be used if
they produce the same result.

JWS Creation Example
Step 0: Take the HTTP message (HTTP Headers + HTTP Body)
Description: Prepare unsigned HTTP message input to JWS function.
Note: Each line is terminated with a line feed character (0x0A), including the last line.
POST /v1/payments/sepa-credit-transfers HTTP/1.1
Host: api.testbank.com
Content-Type: application/json
X-Request-ID: 99391c7e-ad88-49ec-a2ad-99ddcb1f7721
PSU-IP-Address: 192.168.8.78
PSU-GEO-Location: GEO:52.506931,13.144558
PSU-User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; rv:54.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/54.0
Date: Mon, 26 Oct 2020 11:24:37 GMT
{
"instructedAmount": {"currency": "EUR", "amount": "123.50"},
"debtorAccount": {"iban": "DE40100100103307118608"},
"creditorName": "Merchant123",
"creditorAccount": {"iban": "DE02100100109307118603"},
"remittanceInformationUnstructured": "Ref Number Merchant"
}
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Step 1: Create JWS Protected Header
Description: Produce JWS header parameters which define how the signature is created:
"b64": false

Means don't base64url encode header data to be signed

"x5t#S256": "…."

Hash of signing certificate (base64url encoded)

"crit":["sigT","sigD","b64"]

non-standard (ie. not defined in RFC 7515) JWS header parameters which
are critical

"sigT":"…."

Claimed signing time

"sigD":{….}

Lower case HTTP Header fields to be signed

"alg": "RS256"

Signature algorithm

Note: This is shown below in a pretty print layout. It will be sent as a single string without line brakes or
extra spaces. Escape characters are not used.
{
"b64":false,
"x5t#S256":"dytPpSkJYzhTdPXSWP7jhXgG4kCOWIWGiesdzkvNLzY",
"crit":[
"sigT",
"sigD",
"b64"
],
"sigT":"2020-10-26T11:26:57Z",
"sigD":{
"pars":[
"(request-target)",
"host",
"content-type",
"psu-ip-address",
"psu-geo-location",
"digest"
],
"mId":"http://uri.etsi.org/19182/HttpHeaders"
},
"alg":"RS256"
}

Step 2: Encode JWS Protected Header into Base64url
Description: Convert JWS Protected Header (without line breaks or extra spaces) into a Base64url
encoded string.
eyJiNjQiOmZhbHNlLCJ4NXQjUzI1NiI6ImR5dFBwU2tKWXpoVGRQWFNXUDdq
aFhnRzRrQ09XSVdHaWVzZHprdk5MelkiLCJjcml0IjpbInNpZ1QiLCJzaWdE
IiwiYjY0Il0sInNpZ1QiOiIyMDIwLTEwLTI2VDExOjI2OjU3WiIsInNpZ0Qi
OnsicGFycyI6WyIocmVxdWVzdC10YXJnZXQpIiwiaG9zdCIsImNvbnRlbnQt
dHlwZSIsInBzdS1pcC1hZGRyZXNzIiwicHN1LWdlby1sb2NhdGlvbiIsImRp
Z2VzdCJdLCJtSWQiOiJodHRwOi8vdXJpLmV0c2kub3JnLzE5MTgyL0h0dHBI
ZWFkZXJzIn0sImFsZyI6IlJTMjU2In0
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Step 3a: Compute Digest of HTTP Body
Description: Calculate hash of the HTTP Body (payload without HTTP header and following empty line).
{
"instructedAmount": {"currency": "EUR", "amount": "123.50"},
"debtorAccount": {"iban": "DE40100100103307118608"},
"creditorName": "Merchant123",
"creditorAccount": {"iban": "DE02100100109307118603"},
"remittanceInformationUnstructured": "Ref Number Merchant"
}
Digest: SHA-256=+xeh7JAayYPh8K13UnQCBBcniZzsyat+KDiuy8aZYdI=

Step 3b: Collect HTTP Headers to be signed
Description: Create HTTP header string, as selected using the JWS header parameter sigD, including
Digest (base64 encoded).
(request-target): post /v1/payments/sepa-credit-transfers
host: api.testbank.com
content-type: application/json
psu-ip-address: 192.168.8.78
psu-geo-location: GEO:52.506931,13.144558
digest: SHA-256=+xeh7JAayYPh8K13UnQCBBcniZzsyat+KDiuy8aZYdI=

Step 4: Prepare input for Signature Value Computation
Description: Combine Base64url encoded JWS Protected Header with HTTP Header to be signed,
separated by ".", ready for computation of signature value.
eyJiNjQiOmZhbHNlLCJ4NXQjUzI1NiI6ImR5dFBwU2tKWXpoVGRQWFNXUDdq
aFhnRzRrQ09XSVdHaWVzZHprdk5MelkiLCJjcml0IjpbInNpZ1QiLCJzaWdE
IiwiYjY0Il0sInNpZ1QiOiIyMDIwLTEwLTI2VDExOjI2OjU3WiIsInNpZ0Qi
OnsicGFycyI6WyIocmVxdWVzdC10YXJnZXQpIiwiaG9zdCIsImNvbnRlbnQt
dHlwZSIsInBzdS1pcC1hZGRyZXNzIiwicHN1LWdlby1sb2NhdGlvbiIsImRp
Z2VzdCJdLCJtSWQiOiJodHRwOi8vdXJpLmV0c2kub3JnLzE5MTgyL0h0dHBI
ZWFkZXJzIn0sImFsZyI6IlJTMjU2In0.(request-target): post /v1/payments/sepacredit-transfers
host: api.testbank.com
content-type: application/json
psu-ip-address: 192.168.8.78
psu-geo-location: GEO:52.506931,13.144558
digest: SHA-256=+xeh7JAayYPh8K13UnQCBBcniZzsyat+KDiuy8aZYdI=

Step 5: Compute JWS Signature Value
Description: Compute the digital signature cryptographic value calculated over a sequence of octets
derived from the JWS Protected Header and HTTP Header Data to be Signed. This is created using the
signing key associated with the certificate identified in the JWS Protected Header "x5t#S256" and using the
signature algorithm identified by "alg".
Q9ZSYXJ0QWSoPBfBUR58Sqplw7BQcrcqVR6rvnqfBOvosbBLcsBjkjzi1kCF
2cJsHTJRtp6GcJmZplqRg-7_QBKQAgkUq0BGQpzZwhVYrvP0opdLEarVBrej
YA05gt3qnleuS53DWmyZu9iNxhwJTYVPyXediwo3TIlSn-8XjSTZAVHa728E
WK6XzRC9rEroXYPYd23iQLXetMygLaDhRT2lGhV5WvmO0wC0B6RbGiYl2zIv
D0XliMP6MidX4SDY5zlzyWyFlHqX7eHpkH8xxqAsBdKb16y4IdOoRhil9yws
vlzkG6-U9jmBU4y_m3mZArD22oRVXTywzFn9NUtY9w
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Step 6: Build JSON Web Signature
Description: Create JSON Web Signature containing the Base64url encoded JWS Protected header and
".." and the JWS Signature Value. This is encoded using JWS compact serialisation with the HTTP Header
Data to be Signed detached from the signature.
eyJiNjQiOmZhbHNlLCJ4NXQjUzI1NiI6ImR5dFBwU2tKWXpoVGRQWFNXUDdq
aFhnRzRrQ09XSVdHaWVzZHprdk5MelkiLCJjcml0IjpbInNpZ1QiLCJzaWdE
IiwiYjY0Il0sInNpZ1QiOiIyMDIwLTEwLTI2VDExOjI2OjU3WiIsInNpZ0Qi
OnsicGFycyI6WyIocmVxdWVzdC10YXJnZXQpIiwiaG9zdCIsImNvbnRlbnQt
dHlwZSIsInBzdS1pcC1hZGRyZXNzIiwicHN1LWdlby1sb2NhdGlvbiIsImRp
Z2VzdCJdLCJtSWQiOiJodHRwOi8vdXJpLmV0c2kub3JnLzE5MTgyL0h0dHBI
ZWFkZXJzIn0sImFsZyI6IlJTMjU2In0..Q9ZSYXJ0QWSoPBfBUR58Sqplw7B
QcrcqVR6rvnqfBOvosbBLcsBjkjzi1kCF2cJsHTJRtp6GcJmZplqRg-7_QBK
QAgkUq0BGQpzZwhVYrvP0opdLEarVBrejYA05gt3qnleuS53DWmyZu9iNxhw
JTYVPyXediwo3TIlSn-8XjSTZAVHa728EWK6XzRC9rEroXYPYd23iQLXetMy
gLaDhRT2lGhV5WvmO0wC0B6RbGiYl2zIvD0XliMP6MidX4SDY5zlzyWyFlHq
X7eHpkH8xxqAsBdKb16y4IdOoRhil9ywsvlzkG6-U9jmBU4y_m3mZArD22oR
VXTywzFn9NUtY9w

Step 7: Insert JSON Web Signature into HTTP Message to form HTTP Signed Message
Description: The HTTP message as sent over the network with the JSON Web Signature inserted.
POST /v1/payments/sepa-credit-transfers HTTP/1.1
Host: api.testbank.com
Content-Type: application/json
X-Request-ID: 99391c7e-ad88-49ec-a2ad-99ddcb1f7721
PSU-IP-Address: 192.168.8.78
PSU-GEO-Location: GEO:52.506931,13.144558
PSU-User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; rv:54.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/54.0
Date: Mon, 26 Oct 2020 11:24:37 GMT
Digest: SHA-256=+xeh7JAayYPh8K13UnQCBBcniZzsyat+KDiuy8aZYdI=
x-jws-signature:
eyJiNjQiOmZhbHNlLCJ4NXQjUzI1NiI6ImR5dFBwU2tKWXpoVGRQWFNXUDdqaFhnRzRrQ09XSVdHaWV
zZHprdk5MelkiLCJjcml0IjpbInNpZ1QiLCJzaWdEIiwiYjY0Il0sInNpZ1QiOiIyMDIwLTEwLTI2VD
ExOjI2OjU3WiIsInNpZ0QiOnsicGFycyI6WyIocmVxdWVzdC10YXJnZXQpIiwiaG9zdCIsImNvbnRlb
nQtdHlwZSIsInBzdS1pcC1hZGRyZXNzIiwicHN1LWdlby1sb2NhdGlvbiIsImRpZ2VzdCJdLCJtSWQi
OiJodHRwOi8vdXJpLmV0c2kub3JnLzE5MTgyL0h0dHBIZWFkZXJzIn0sImFsZyI6IlJTMjU2In0..Q9
ZSYXJ0QWSoPBfBUR58Sqplw7BQcrcqVR6rvnqfBOvosbBLcsBjkjzi1kCF2cJsHTJRtp6GcJmZplqRg
7_QBKQAgkUq0BGQpzZwhVYrvP0opdLEarVBrejYA05gt3qnleuS53DWmyZu9iNxhwJTYVPyXediwo3T
IlSn8XjSTZAVHa728EWK6XzRC9rEroXYPYd23iQLXetMygLaDhRT2lGhV5WvmO0wC0B6RbGiYl2zIvD0Xli
MP6MidX4SDY5zlzyWyFlHqX7eHpkH8xxqAsBdKb16y4IdOoRhil9ywsvlzkG6U9jmBU4y_m3mZArD22oRVXTywzFn9NUtY9w
{
"instructedAmount": {"currency": "EUR", "amount": "123.50"},
"debtorAccount": {"iban": "DE40100100103307118608"},
"creditorName": "Merchant123",
"creditorAccount": {"iban": "DE02100100109307118603"},
"remittanceInformationUnstructured": "Ref Number Merchant"
}
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JWS Validation Example
Step 1: Input HTTP Signed Message
Description: The signed HTTP message as received over the network.
POST /v1/payments/sepa-credit-transfers HTTP/1.1
Host: api.testbank.com
Content-Type: application/json
X-Request-ID: 99391c7e-ad88-49ec-a2ad-99ddcb1f7721
PSU-IP-Address: 192.168.8.78
PSU-GEO-Location: GEO:52.506931,13.144558
PSU-User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; rv:54.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/54.0
Date: Mon, 26 Oct 2020 11:24:37 GMT
Digest: SHA-256=+xeh7JAayYPh8K13UnQCBBcniZzsyat+KDiuy8aZYdI=
x-jws-signature:
eyJiNjQiOmZhbHNlLCJ4NXQjUzI1NiI6ImR5dFBwU2tKWXpoVGRQWFNXUDdqaFhnRzRrQ09XSVdHaWV
zZHprdk5MelkiLCJjcml0IjpbInNpZ1QiLCJzaWdEIiwiYjY0Il0sInNpZ1QiOiIyMDIwLTEwLTI2VD
ExOjI2OjU3WiIsInNpZ0QiOnsicGFycyI6WyIocmVxdWVzdC10YXJnZXQpIiwiaG9zdCIsImNvbnRlb
nQtdHlwZSIsInBzdS1pcC1hZGRyZXNzIiwicHN1LWdlby1sb2NhdGlvbiIsImRpZ2VzdCJdLCJtSWQi
OiJodHRwOi8vdXJpLmV0c2kub3JnLzE5MTgyL0h0dHBIZWFkZXJzIn0sImFsZyI6IlJTMjU2In0..Q9
ZSYXJ0QWSoPBfBUR58Sqplw7BQcrcqVR6rvnqfBOvosbBLcsBjkjzi1kCF2cJsHTJRtp6GcJmZplqRg
7_QBKQAgkUq0BGQpzZwhVYrvP0opdLEarVBrejYA05gt3qnleuS53DWmyZu9iNxhwJTYVPyXediwo3T
IlSn8XjSTZAVHa728EWK6XzRC9rEroXYPYd23iQLXetMygLaDhRT2lGhV5WvmO0wC0B6RbGiYl2zIvD0Xli
MP6MidX4SDY5zlzyWyFlHqX7eHpkH8xxqAsBdKb16y4IdOoRhil9ywsvlzkG6U9jmBU4y_m3mZArD22oRVXTywzFn9NUtY9w
{
"instructedAmount": {"currency": "EUR", "amount": "123.50"},
"debtorAccount": {"iban": "DE40100100103307118608"},
"creditorName": "Merchant123",
"creditorAccount": {"iban": "DE02100100109307118603"},
"remittanceInformationUnstructured": "Ref Number Merchant"
}

Step 2: Extract JWS Protected header
Description: Extract the Base64url JWS Protected Header from the first part (up to"..") of the JSON Web
Signature which includes identification of HTTP header fields to be signed.
eyJiNjQiOmZhbHNlLCJ4NXQjUzI1NiI6ImR5dFBwU2tKWXpoVGRQWFNXUDdq
aFhnRzRrQ09XSVdHaWVzZHprdk5MelkiLCJjcml0IjpbInNpZ1QiLCJzaWdE
IiwiYjY0Il0sInNpZ1QiOiIyMDIwLTEwLTI2VDExOjI2OjU3WiIsInNpZ0Qi
OnsicGFycyI6WyIocmVxdWVzdC10YXJnZXQpIiwiaG9zdCIsImNvbnRlbnQt
dHlwZSIsInBzdS1pcC1hZGRyZXNzIiwicHN1LWdlby1sb2NhdGlvbiIsImRp
Z2VzdCJdLCJtSWQiOiJodHRwOi8vdXJpLmV0c2kub3JnLzE5MTgyL0h0dHBI
ZWFkZXJzIn0sImFsZyI6IlJTMjU2In0
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Step 3: Decode JWS Protected Header
Description: Decoded JWS Protected header.
Note: This is converted to pretty print
{
"b64":false,
"x5t#S256":"dytPpSkJYzhTdPXSWP7jhXgG4kCOWIWGiesdzkvNLzY",
"crit":[
"sigT",
"sigD",
"b64"
],
"sigT":"2020-10-26T11:26:57Z",
"sigD":{
"pars":[
"(request-target)",
"host",
"content-type",
"psu-ip-address",
"psu-geo-location",
"digest"
],
"mId":"http://uri.etsi.org/19182/HttpHeaders"
},
"alg":"RS256"
}

Step 4: Recreate HTTP Header that was signed
Description: Recreate HTTP Header for the fields identified in the JWS header sigD.
(request-target): post /v1/payments/sepa-credit-transfers
host: api.testbank.com
content-type: application/json
psu-ip-address: 192.168.8.78
psu-geo-location: GEO:52.506931,13.144558
digest: SHA-256=+xeh7JAayYPh8K13UnQCBBcniZzsyat+KDiuy8aZYdI=
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Step 5: Recreate input for Signature Value
Description: Combine Base64url encoded JWS Protected Header with HTTP Header to be signed ready
for validation of signature value
eyJiNjQiOmZhbHNlLCJ4NXQjUzI1NiI6ImR5dFBwU2tKWXpoVGRQWFNXUDdq
aFhnRzRrQ09XSVdHaWVzZHprdk5MelkiLCJjcml0IjpbInNpZ1QiLCJzaWdE
IiwiYjY0Il0sInNpZ1QiOiIyMDIwLTEwLTI2VDExOjI2OjU3WiIsInNpZ0Qi
OnsicGFycyI6WyIocmVxdWVzdC10YXJnZXQpIiwiaG9zdCIsImNvbnRlbnQt
dHlwZSIsInBzdS1pcC1hZGRyZXNzIiwicHN1LWdlby1sb2NhdGlvbiIsImRp
Z2VzdCJdLCJtSWQiOiJodHRwOi8vdXJpLmV0c2kub3JnLzE5MTgyL0h0dHBI
ZWFkZXJzIn0sImFsZyI6IlJTMjU2In0.(request-target): post /v1/payments/sepacredit-transfers
host: api.testbank.com
content-type: application/json
psu-ip-address: 192.168.8.78
psu-geo-location: GEO:52.506931,13.144558
digest: SHA-256=+xeh7JAayYPh8K13UnQCBBcniZzsyat+KDiuy8aZYdI=

Step 6: Cryptographically Validate Signature Value
Description: Extract JWS signature value from x-jws-signature after "'.." and validated against recreated
JWS protected Header and HTTP Header with the certificate identified in the JWS Protected Header
"x5t#S256" and using the signature algorithm identified by "alg".
Q9ZSYXJ0QWSoPBfBUR58Sqplw7BQcrcqVR6rvnqfBOvosbBLcsBjkjzi1kCF
2cJsHTJRtp6GcJmZplqRg-7_QBKQAgkUq0BGQpzZwhVYrvP0opdLEarVBrej
YA05gt3qnleuS53DWmyZu9iNxhwJTYVPyXediwo3TIlSn-8XjSTZAVHa728E
WK6XzRC9rEroXYPYd23iQLXetMygLaDhRT2lGhV5WvmO0wC0B6RbGiYl2zIv
D0XliMP6MidX4SDY5zlzyWyFlHqX7eHpkH8xxqAsBdKb16y4IdOoRhil9yws
vlzkG6-U9jmBU4y_m3mZArD22oRVXTywzFn9NUtY9w
The cryptographic verification of the signature has SUCCEEDED.

Step 7: Validate HTTP Body
Description: Recalculate digest of HTTP body and check against value in HTTP Header Digest using the
identified hashing algorithm.
{
"instructedAmount": {"currency": "EUR", "amount": "123.50"},
"debtorAccount": {"iban": "DE40100100103307118608"},
"creditorName": "Merchant123",
"creditorAccount": {"iban": "DE02100100109307118603"},
"remittanceInformationUnstructured": "Ref Number Merchant"
}
Digest: SHA-256=+xeh7JAayYPh8K13UnQCBBcniZzsyat+KDiuy8aZYdI=
SUCCESS !
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Annex B: Summary of Conformance
Requirements - Informative
See referenced section for specific requirements.
API providers may define further constraints on Recommended (R), Conditional (C) and Optional (O)
requirements.
For signed HTTP requests it is expected that the "Signer" is the Third Party Payment Service Provider (TPP)
and the "Relying Party" the Account Servicing Payment Service Provider (ASPSP).
For signed HTTP responses it is expected that the "Signer" is the Account Servicing Payment Service
Provider (ASPSP) and the "Relying Party" the Third Party Payment Service Provider (TPP).
Field

Signer to include

Relying Party to
process if present

Section ref "-"
requirement/
recommendation/
option number

alg

M

M

5.2 - 6

x5c

C

M

5.3 - 7, 8, 9

x5t

NP

-

5.3 - 12

x5t#S256

C

C

5.3 - 7, 10,11

kid

O

O

5.3 - 13

x5u

O

O

5.3 - 14

typ

R

R

5.4 - 15

cty

NP

-

5.5 - 16

crit

M

M

5.6 - 17

jwk

NP

-

5.7 - 18

jku

NP

-

5.7 - 18

sigT

M

R

6.2 - 19, 20

sigD

M

M

6.3 - 21, 22, 23, 24

Key:
•
•
•
•
•

M = Mandatory
R = Recommended
C = Conditional
O = Optional
NP = Mandatory Not Present
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Annex C: Using the JAdES etsiU Header
Parameter for Long Term Validation
- Informative
Following receipt of a signed HTTP request or response protected following this profile, parties relying on JWS
signatures (e.g. ASPSPs relying on signed HTTP requests from TPPs) can extend the JWS signature structure
to incorporate attributes as used to validate the signature, such as CA certificates and revocation information,
using the JAdES [24] etsiU header parameter (see TS 119 182-1 [24] clause 5.3.1). This requires the JWS
signature encoded in JWS compact serialisation to be re-encoded using JSON serialisation (see below). This
extended JWS signature can later be used to confirm the validity of the signature at time of use and so avoid
repudiation of signature in case of later dispute.
The JSON Web Signature encoded using compact serialisation, as per this profile, can be re-encoded to
provide a JSON Web Signature with long term validation as follows (see also section 3.2 of RFC 7515 [2]):
a) The base64url encoded JWS Protected header is placed in the "protected" member of JWS JSON object;
b) The etsiU header is placed in the "header" member of JWS JSON object;
c) The "payload" member of JWS JSON object is left empty (see use of sigD below);
d) The base64url encoded JWS Signature Value is placed in the "signature" member of JWS JSON object;
The signature value can be validated, using the original HTTP message with the original JWS protected
header and signature values as follows:
a) Check the Digest value against the message body;
b) Use the parameter values in sigD to identify the HTTP Headers to re-create the JWS Payload,
c) Validate the signature as in RFC 7515 section 5.1 step 8, except that JWS Payload is not Base64URL
encoded as the JWS Protected Header includes b64 header parameter set to false (see section 4.2 of the
present document),
d) The signing certificate can be shown to be valid at the time of signing using information in the etsiU
header parameter.
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